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Abstract. The properties and cost have made the Nickel-Titanium (NiTi) shape memory alloys (SMA) attractive for 
a variety of applications wherein shape memory effect (SME) / superelasticity (SE) and biocompatibility are 
important. Anisotropy of the shape recovery associated with shape memory effect strongly depends on the type of 

r 30 minutes in air) Ti-Rich Ni-Ti SMA (Ni-
51at%Ti) when subjected to cold rolling at 8 distinct thickness reduction (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 30 and 40%). The textural 
results were obtained by X- tural evolution was 

performed. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was used to identify the transformation temperatures and the 
phase stabilization after all steps of cold work treatments. 

 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Ni-Ti is a shape memory alloy with composition close to equiatomic, and is capable of two successive athermal 
martensitic phase transformations while cooling from its higher temperature austenite (B2  CsCl crystal 
structure) phase. In Ti rich Ni Ti SMA, the first phase transformation during cooling is observed above room 
temperature and results in the R-phase (trigonal crystal structure with rhombohedral distortion in angle ); the 
second one, occurs around room temperature and results in M-  monoclinic structure), often with a 
fine lath morphology. These transformations give rise to thermoelasticity and twin deformations in Ni Ti alloy 
facilitating shape memory effect (SME) [1]. 

Ni-Ti SMA is highly ductile, compared with other intermetallic compounds, and, when subjected to 
tensile loading, elongations above 20% are commonly reported [2-4]. Yet, in the martensitic condition, these 
alloys possess a low symmetry B19
some extent. In contrast, significant dislocation activity has been reported in the alloys deformed in 
tensile/compression mode, where dislocation generation and their pile-ups at the twin boundaries have been 
observed [4,5]. 

Several studies are dedicated to the influence of the texture on thermomechanical response of the SMAs 
[6-15]. Thermal cycling, rolling or drawing are found to develop specific texture in metals and alloys. They 
result in different anisotropy characteristics (mechanical, electrical and magnetic behavior). NiTi SMAs are also 
sensitive to these effects. The texture is found to give rise to anisotropy in transformation recovery strain [10]. 
The cold work in Ni-Ti SMA [5] is produced in the martensitic state and plastic deformation does not occur in 
the first austenite grains, but in the martensite variants with different crystallographic orientations. The plastic 
deformation includes primarily the martensite reorientation of martensite variants, and, only after that, the 
dislocation generation inside each martensite variant. 

In the present work we investigated how distinct levels of cold work in Ni-Ti SMA can promote 
structural and crystallographic texture modifications.  
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2. Materials and Methods

The samples for the present study were extracted from straight annealed (as-received condition AR) Ti rich Ni 
Ti alloy (Ni-51.0at%Ti) plate of thickness 2 mm supplied by Memory-Metalle GmbH, Germany. The samples 
were analyzed in the following conditions: (i i
by cold rolling (TMT) at 8 distinct thickness reduction (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 30 and 40%). The heat treatment (HT) 
was performed by holding the specime
temperature (Troom). The samples were subjected to chemical etching (10% vol HF + 45% vol HNO3 + 45% vol 
H2O) in order to remove the oxide layer as well as the layer deformed during the cutting operation.

Samples with a mass ranging from 40 to 50 mg were cut from all specimens for DSC analysis 
(SETARAM DSC92). The following thermal cycle was used for the DSC tests: start temperature at Troom,

equent cooling down to -

The micro hardness tests were performed using a microhardness tester Leitz DURIMET. For each 
sample ten measurements were performed at Troom with the load of 200 g.

XRD analysis was performed using a Bruker diffractometer (rotating anode XM18H, CuK radiation, 
30 kV/100 mA, D5000 goniometer) with conventional Troom, and texture analysis at Troom

only for HT sample

3. Results and Discussion

The Fig.1 show the DSC curves for HT, TMT02, TMT04, TMT06, TMT08, TMT10, TMT20, TMT30 and 
TMT40 samples.

Fig. 1. DSC Curves for heat treated sample (HT) and thermomechanical treated samples (TMT02, TMT04, TMT06, TMT08, 
TMT10, TMT20, TMT30 and TMT 40 samples).

According to DSC curves and previous works [16-18], for the HT sample, during heating and cooling, 
one- B2) phase transformation is found to be present.

The HT samples were cold rolled (marforming - TMT) with thickness reductions up to 10% and 
submitted to two consecutive thermal cycles in DSC with maximum temperature at 180 C. These samples
exhibited a total or partial recovery of shape memory effect (SME) in the second cycle, as shown in Fig. 1a, as a 
function of the thickness reduction: (i) up to 6% thickness reduction (TMT02, TMT04 and TMT06, for 2, 4 and 
6% thickness reduction, respectively), occurs a small reduction in the endothermic and exothermic peaks areas 
compared with the free deformation sample (HT sample), accompanied by a decrease of the reverse 
transformation temperature and a increase of the direct transformation start temperature; and (ii) above to 6% 
thickness reduction occurs a significant reduction of endothermic and exothermic peaks areas compared with the 
free deformation sample (HT sample), accompanied by a decrease of the reverse transformation temperatures 
and an increase of the direct transformation temperatures.

This reduction in the DSC peaks area is attributed to partial loss of SME: the deformed martensite 
(reoriented and with dislocations) is not able to transform to austenite unless it is heated above the 
recrystallization temperature [16]. The reverse and direct transformation temperatures modifications are 
attributed to introduction of internal stress fields (associated to dislocation density in the Ni-Ti matrix) in the 
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structure, which increase the energy of B2 ing
promoting the intermediate transformation in R-phase on cooling and on heating.

When the HT samples were cold rolled (marforming - TMT) with high percentage of thickness 
there was no 

phase transformation (Fig. 1b TMT20, TMT30 and TMT40 for 20, 30 and 40% thickness reduction, 
respectively). The high degree of plastic deformation increases the dislocation density and suppresses the SME.

When martensite is deformed, their variants are reoriented (with or without domino detwinning and/or 
assisted detwinning) and, increasing the deformation degree, increases the dislocation density in the 
microstructure. This effect causes an increase of the yield stress of the material and, as a consequence, a higher 
hardness.

The Fig. 2 shows the hardness tests results for the HT, TMT02, TMT04, TMT06, TMT08, TMT10, 
TMT20, TMT30 and TMT40 samples. The average Vickers hardness (HV) is not affected by cold rolling 
thickness reduction up to 6%. For 8 and 10%, the average HV increases slightly. For 20% thickness reduction
(TMT20 sample) occurs a significant increase in the average HV, until reaching the maximum value for 40% 
thickness reduction (TMT40 sample).

The sample with 30% thickness reduction (TMT30 sample) has a big value of square of deviations of 
HV measures when compared with the others samples with distinct thickness reduction. This behavior implies in 
indications that the deformation has a character very heterogeneous in the interval of thickness reduction. 

Fig. 2. Vickers Hardness for heat treated sample (HT) and thermomechanical treated samples (TMT02, TMT04, TMT06, 
TMT08, TMT10, TMT20, TMT30 and TMT 40 samples). 

The XRD spectra, shown in Fig. 3, exhibit the gradual evolution of the relative intensities of the peaks, 
where the (021) diffraction peak increases its intensity with increasing thickness reduction up to 10%. The 

1 ) and (002)) decrease their intensities and are overlapping as the 
percentage of thickness reduction increases.

In agreement with the h
showed three distinct groups of behavior: (i) the samples with thickness reduction up to 6% exhibit well defined 
peaks; (ii) samples with thickness reduction between 8 and 10% exhibit some overlapping of the (002) and (021) 

ly increasing overlap of the
XRD peaks for 38<2

Due to this three behavior groups for DSC curves, hardness results and XRD spectra after martensite 
cold deformation, the (11 1 ) pole figures are discussed in the same groups (Fig. 5a-c, Fig. 5d,e and Fig. 5f-h) 
compared with free deformation sample (HT), Fig. 4.

According to the previous work [16-18], the HT sample exhibits reinforcement close to central 
components ( 1 ) and (110)B2 pole figures. 
These reinforcements are associated to the following texture components:

1 )[2 1 1] and 4:(11 1 )[ 2 1 1 ] related to 
{110}<110>B2 and the variants  3:(120)[ 2 11] and 5:(120)[00 2 ] w B2;

(ii) for the B2, near the central component (110)[110]B2 and the components {111}<110>B2
with <110> along RD.
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Fig. 3. XRD Spectra for heat treated sample (HT) and thermomechanical treated samples (TMT02, TMT04, TMT06, 
TMT08, TMT10, TMT20, TMT30 and TMT 40 samples).

Fig. 4. Pole Figures for HT Sample: (a) (11 1 ) and (b) (110)B2.

The Fig. 5a-c shows the (11 1 ) pole figures for the sample with thickness reduction up to 6%; as 
shown by DSC curves, these samples, after heating above Af
It is possible to s
to 4%, where the central reinforcement close to 1:(11 1 )[2 1 1] and 4:(11 1 )[ 2 1 1 ] variants (related to 
{110}<110>B2) disappear, while the reinforcement close to 3:(120)[ 2 11] and 5:(120)[00 2 ] (related to 
{111}<110>B2) is growing.

The Fig. 5d,e shows the (11 1 ) pole figures for the sample with thickness reduction between 8 and 
10%; as shown by DSC curves, these samples, after heating above Af

SME. This can be verified by Fig. 5d,e, where the reinforcement close to 
components close to the 3:(120)[ 2 11] and 5:(120)[00 2 ] variants (related to the {110}<110>B2 ), exhibit a 
gradual decrease of the intensity in the similar components when the deformation increases from 8 to 10% 
(thickness reduction).

The Fig. 5f-h shows the (11 1 ) pole figures for the samples with thickness reduction above 20% 
(TMT20, TMT30 and TMT40 samples); as shown by DSC curves, these samples, after heating above Af

d by Fig. 5f-h, where the reinforcement close to 
2 11] and 5:(120)[00 2 ] variants (related to 

the {110}<110>B2 ), exhibit a gradual decrease of the intensity in the similar components when the deformation 
increases from the 20 to 40% thickness reduction (TMT20, TMT30 and TMT40 samples). Besides, for the 
TMT40 sample (40% thickness reduction), reappears the reinforcements close to the central component (

1 )[2 1 1] and 4:(11 1 )[ 2 1 1 ] , correspondent to the {110}<110>B2.
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Fig. 5. (11 1 ) Pole Figures for thermomechanical treated samples (TMT02, TMT04, TMT06, TMT08, TMT10, TMT20, 
TMT30 and TMT 40 samples).
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4. Conclusions

The residual stress is a consequence of the deformation above a certain level by cold rolling (above 6% thickness 
reduction), due to the considerable increase of the dislocation density. These alterations cause modifications in 
the reverse transformation temperatures and, consequently, reduce or suppress the SME by heating above Af.

The crystallographic texture in the Ni- the result of 
a deformation resultant imposed to the Ni- . In the case of cold rolling 
(marforming), the load is mostly compressive, which maximizes the intensity related to (021) XRD peak,
decreasing the relative intensity of the other XRD peaks in the range of 35<2 . This way, the final texture 
depends on the initial orientation and the applied load characteristics, as clearly shown by evolutio

texture components close to 3:(120)[ 2 11] and 5:(120)[00 2 ] variants 
(related to the {111}<110>B2 ); this effect is more significant for low level of thickness reduction (low level of 
internal stresses) up to a maximum of 8%. For higher level of deformation,
to 1:(11 1 )[2 1 1] and 4:(11 1 )[ 2 1 1 ] variants (correspondent to {110}<110>B2) and close to 
2:(10 2 )[211] , 4:(10 2 )[ 2 1 1 ] and 6:(10 2 )[0 2 0] (variants correspondent to a {111}<110>B2) are 
developed in parallel.
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